
ISSUE NO.3

We like to share the best of the cities 
we call home – the notable histories 
and local makers’ creations – they’re 
the things that give a place its wonder.
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Hotels in love with 
the cities they’re in

GUESTHOUSE

Hello, we’re GuestHouse – an 
independent creator of one-off 
hotels in Britain’s best bits.

Our hotels hold on to what’s lovely about the 
traditional guest house – those nostalgic charms that 
feel like they have a rosy glow to them. And whichever 
part of the country we put down roots in, we maintain 
our unmistakably British character, thanks to the local 
stories we pick up on and have fun with.

We make sure there are always extra somethings  
to indulge in for guests and locals alike. There are  
help-yourself Pantries and in-room record players, 
inviting you to play your picks from our vinyl library.  
We like to create a best-of-both-worlds in each  
hotel, where luxury is without stuffiness and with  
plenty of heart. 

We like to think our food is unfussy yet delicious.  
We take the best local produce and make its flavours 
sing. So whether you fancy Breakfast in Bed, Afternoon 
Tea or an early dinner with the kids, we’d be happy to 
make it happen.

We like people to feel they have had a personal 
experience. Our spa menus create the starting point 
for tailored therapies, like targeted massages and 
organic facials that are too good to miss.

We started in a city with a never-ending buzz and
never-fading beauty, in a grand Georgian townhouse,  
called No.15, Bath. Our first northern home, No.1, York, 
followed. And bonafide architectural beauties on  
Brighton and Margate’s seafronts are where our new 
hotels are in the making.

We love coming up with ideas for keeping grown-ups,  
kids and dogs happy and plan to keep those ideas coming. 
Whatever comes next, it will be about the greatness of  
the place, the loveliness of the buildings and the  
happiness of our guests. 

The following pages give you our picks of Bath and  
York’s best bits (it was hard to narrow those lists down) 
and a little insight into what we’re up to here and there.  
We hope you enjoy the read.
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A few nice  
to knows

We have some recommendations for you – locally loved shortcuts to getting the 
most out of your stay in Bath or York. And there’s also a tip or two about GuestHouse 

– what we’re here for and what we’re up to. We hope you enjoy the read.

GUESTHOUSE

6-9  NO.15, BATH
  We’ve tested everything Bath has to offer, and we’re  
  here to share the best of it.

10-13 NO.1, YORK
  York is an extraordinary city. Heritage is everywhere,  
  but so is a culture with an unmistakably modern soul.  
  We’ve done the tasting, touring and shopping, and we   
  have some tips for you.

14-15 NO.16, MARGATE
  We’re currently hard at work designing our Margate home. 

16-17  NO.124, BRIGHTON
  We’re also in the depths of getting ready to open our  
  doors in Brighton. 

18-19 FRIENDS OF GUESTHOUSE
  We chatted to Kate Semple, a York-based artist, about  
  her work. She’s a friend of GuestHouse – someone who   
  adds unique creativity to our mix.

20-21 T WO WAYS TO ENHANCE 
  YOUR STAY
  We have some ideas for how you can get the most out  
  of your time in our city homes.

22-23  SPA TIME
  We’re great believers in the healing powers of tailored  
  wellness, so we carve a space for a spa in every hotel and  
  invite only the best therapists to practice their art in them.

GUESTHOUSE

Illustration by Kate Semple 
@katesemple   |   katesemple.co.uk

We sat down with Kate Semple, a York-based artist 
who has created illustrations for us on more than one 
special occasion. She’s one of the local creatives we’re 

inspired by and here’s what she had to say.

Featured on pages 18-19

https://www.instagram.com/katesemple/
https://katesemple.co.uk/k-a-t-e-s-e-m-p-l-e


Ba
th

Bath is one of Britain’s  
best-looking cities. But it’s  
more than just a pretty face. 

Bath is brimming with creativity and modernity, as 
well as history. Its student population means there’s a 
discernible youthful energy buzzing within the heritage 
culture of this Georgian gem of a city. It has it all.  
Think great markets and shops, a serious food and 
drink scene, too many proper English pubs to name, 
parks galore, and one-off experiences like the Roman 
Baths and the Jane Austen Centre (Jane’s an ex-
resident). You can really feel the mix of England then 
and now. And we love that it’s where our first hotel 
opened. Bath sums it up for us – it’s a very charming, 
head-turning, inspiring and happy place to be.
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01. NOYA’S KITCHEN
You’ll get a distinctly warm welcome here, followed by 
delicious Vietnamese food made and served with love  
by Noya and her team.

7 St James’s Parade, BA1 1UL 
noyaskitchen.co.uk

02. FRED MAWER TOURS
Fred is a Bath resident and Blue Badge tour guide.  
He’s the fountain of knowledge to choose for a walking 
tour of the city’s landmarks and famous film and TV 
locations, including those made iconic by Bridgerton.

fredmawertours.co.uk

03. TOPPING & COMPANY     
    BO OKSELLERS OF BATH 

In this city famed for resident writers and their works, 
you’ll find this vastly stocked bookstore known for lively 
events and signed first editions.

York Street, BA1 1NG
toppingbooks.co.uk

04. TIVOLI CINEMA S
This is where to take in the latest releases, whilst relaxing 
in gorgeous interiors. Make it even better with cocktails 
and dinner served at your seat.

6-8 Dorchester Street, Southgate, BA1 1SS
tivolicinemas.com

05. CORK AGE
Head here for creatively cooked small plates and a broad 
selection of wines from around the world, served by the 
glass or bottle.

5 Chapel Row, BA1 1HN
corkagebath.com

06. NĀM
Filled with ceramics, glassware and scents by beloved 
brands and wonderful solo creators, this gentle soul of  
a store always has treasures to unearth.

15 York Street, BA1 1NG
@namstore_bath

07. CHAPTER 22
There is everything to love about this gem of a record 
and houseplant shop created and run by two music 
lovers, one of who is a florist.

8 Broad St, BA1 5LJ
chapter22rootsandrecords.com

08. OAK
As growers, grocers and cooks, Oak’s owners specialise in 
vegetarian food that’s simple, thoughtful, and from land 
that’s been farmed without chemicals or over-cultivation.  

2 North Parade Passage, BA1 1NX
oakrestaurant.co.uk

09. VICTORIA ART GALLERY
In this gallery, named to celebrate Queen Victoria’s sixty 
years on the throne, you’ll find over 1,500 works of art 
ranging from the 17th century to the present day.

Bridge Street, BA2 4AT
victoriagal.org.uk

10. DARK HORSE
Dip into this bijou drinking den for a seasonal cocktail 
menu, focusing on fresh and local ingredients.

7a Kingsmead Square, BA1 2AB
darkhorsebar.co.uk

11. GO OD DAY CAFÉ
This perfect pit-stop or brunch spot is a must-try place  
for brownies, blondies or any other delicious treats.

12 Upper Borough Walls, BA1 1RH
gooddaycoffee.co.uk

12. FOUND
This boutique showcases hard-to-find designers alongside 
heritage labels in a welcoming environment.

17 Argyle Street, BA2 4BQ
foundbath.co.uk

13. HOLBURNE MUSEUM
If you’re a fan of classicism, you’ll be in your element here. 
It’s one of Bath’s most majestic buildings and home to  
Sir William Holburne’s incredible fine and decorative  
art collection.

Great Pulteney Street, BA2 4DB
holburne.org

14. WO OL
This is a real wonderland for fibre lovers, with its superb 
collection of British reared, sheared, spun and dyed yarn.

19 Old Orchard St, BA1 1JU
woolbath.co.uk
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In love  
with Bath

We know all there is to know about Bath, and we’re here to give you the perfect 
pointers when you’re here. Here are a few of our favourite finds to give you a taster.

BATH, SOMERSET

13.05.

07.

https://www.noyaskitchen.co.uk/
https://www.fredmawertours.co.uk/
http://toppingbooks.co.uk
http://toppingbooks.co.uk
http://tivolicinemas.com
http://corkagebath.com
https://www.instagram.com/namstore_bath/?hl=en
http://chapter22rootsandrecords.com
http://oakrestaurant.co.uk
http://victoriagal.org.uk
http://darkhorsebar.co.uk
http://gooddaycoffee.co.uk
http://foundbath.co.uk
http://holburne.org
http://woolbath.co.uk
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York tends to steal hearts.  
It’s both grand in stature  
and cuddly in spirit.

With more attractions per square mile than any  
other British city, you can feel spoilt for choice in York.  
But that’s only one of the reasons we love it.  
It’s just as rich in modernity as it is in ancient history. 
Levels of creativity are high here, with makers creating 
original, gorgeous, and delicious things left, right 
and centre. There’s a pleasing café culture and the 
restaurant scene is fast becoming one of the best 
in the country. Shopping is great here, with designer 
boutiques and offbeat independent shops sharing the 
same streets. Then there’s the abundance of green 
spaces, which are perfect picnic spots when the sun 
shines. The general vibe of this superb city is one of big 
Yorkshire heart. You feel hugged by it.

Yo
rk
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In love
with York

It’s a tough job to narrow down the best experiences this wonderful city has to 
offer. But here’s a short list to help you make the most of your precious time here. 

YORK, NORTH YORKSHIRE

01. ORCHID VEGAN
The wonderful, flavourful pan-Asian dishes created here, 
using no animal products, are loved by non-vegans too.

16 George Hudson St, YO1 6LP
orchidvegan.com

02. FLORI
A neighbourhood bakery that’s good enough to queue 
for. ‘Simple things made well’ is their motto, and they 
definitely live up to it.

113 Nunnery Ln, YO23 1AH
@flori.bakery

03. PARTISAN
Partisan is a vibrant, independent coffee shop and arts 
space on Micklegate, serving breakfast, brunch, lunch,  
and afternoon tea every day of the week.

112 Micklegate, YO1 6JX
partisanuk.com

04. RO OTS
A very special, yet nicely relaxed, Michelin-starred 
restaurant by chef Tommy Banks. The menu is inspired  
by produce grown or foraged on the Banks’ family farm.

Roots York, 68 Marygate, YO30 7BH
rootsyork.com

05. HEL STON STREET
This independent shop by mother and daughter duo Lucy 
and Vanessa stocks a beautiful selection of rustic French, 
English and Swedish interiors and gorgeous dried flowers.

4 Scarcroft Rd, York YO23 1NB
helstonstreet.co.uk

06. BOTANIC
It’s exotic and unusual houseplants galore at Botanic.  
The staff know their stuff and can help you with tips on 
where to place and how to care for your new friend.

27 Walmgate, YO1 9TX
@botanicyork

07. HEBDEN TE A
Tea drinkers – you will love this shop. Their philosophy  
is that every person who walks through their door is  
unique and there’s a corresponding infusion to  
meet their requirements.

10 Minster Gates, YO1 7HL
hebdentea.com

08. DEVIL’S ELBOW ANTIQUES
Head here for a rummage through proper antiques, 
wonderful bits of vintage furniture and accessories for  
the home, including some rare textiles and collectables.

16 Little Stonegate, YO1 8AX
@devilselbowantiques

09. 2 MANY WINES
This wine shop/ bar is open all day, every day, until late. 
They stock an impressive array of global wines you can 
take away or settle in with. And there are great small 
plates, some carefully chosen cheeses, and charcuterie  
to pair with.

3 Bishopthorpe Rd, YO23 1NA
@2manywines

10. MUSEUM GARDENS
Established in the 1830s, Museum Gardens is a botanical 
wonderland. But there’s more than greenery to enjoy. 
Among other things, there’s the Yorkshire Museum and  
its ancient artefacts, plus the remains of St Mary’s Abbey, 
built all the way back in 1088.

Museum St, YO1 7FR
yorkshiremuseum.org.uk/york-museum-gardens/

11. DE AN’S PARK
This ancient piece of land, once home to the Roman 
fortress and the Archbishop’s Palace, is a lush, leafy-green 
open space on the north side of York Minster. It’s the 
perfect location for one of our Afternoon Tea picnics.

2 Minster Yard, YO1 7JJ
visityork.org/business-directory/deans-park

12. YORK ART GALLERY
Head here to see collections that range from 14th-century 
Italian panels to 20th-century works by LS Lowry and 
David Hockney. There’s also a massive collection of  
British Studio Ceramics at the Centre of Ceramic Art 
(CoCA) on the first floor.

Exhibition Square, YO1 7EW
yorkartgallery.org.uk

13. THE CIT Y WALL S
York’s City Walls are the finest and most complete of  
any town in England. Walking them is the best way to  
see this pretty city (and to get a sneak peek into  
people’s beautiful gardens).

yorkwalls.org.uk

05.

13.03.
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The existing hotel we’re redesigning has had many names before 
ours. It’s one of those Victorian beauties of a beachfront building, 
perfectly placed at the heart of this art-filled, fun-filled town.  
It’s poised above the main swathe of golden sands, making for  
some very dreamy views across the bay. Throughout its 20 bedrooms, 
restaurant and spa, the town’s open love of English eccentricities can 
be sensed in subtle but fun details.

Margate is a playful place with a colourful past and unfading charm. 
It has always drawn in people who love kicking back and taking 
respite from daily life. We can safely say that it’s one of the UK’s 
most intriguing towns, full of independent businesses and creative 
forces in love with sweet nostalgia. We just had to be here.

We’re opening in Spring 2023 - sign up to our newsletter via our 
website to be the first to hear the latest.
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We’re becoming part of the scene found at the  
country’s sunniest seaside town, Margate.

COMING IN SPRING 2023



COMING SO ON

Right in the middle of Brighton, 
we’re giving new life to  
a heritage hotel by the sea.

The Regency-style, part-Grade II Listed Georgian 
building is as Brighton seafront as it gets. It’s one  
of those elegant, picture-postcard, neo-classical 
beauties, which faces directly onto the beach.  
As a location, it ticks all the right boxes. Swimmers  
can be in the water quick as. Shoppers can hit the 
lanes in minutes. Kitsch-Britain lovers can be on  
the pier and in its arcades in no time.

Inside the hotel, the city’s huge personality can be
felt in the art, design, architecture and energy.  
And, of course, the menu. Our GuestHouse must-haves
are always full of personality too, with help-yourself
Pantries, great restaurants and bars, beautiful 
bedrooms, and warm welcoming people.

Br
ig

ht
on
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Where do you usually find inspiration for your work from? 
I guess my own life experiences. For example, I don’t look to other people’s 
work for inspiration. It’s more visceral for me. Maybe that’s because I come 
from a fine art background.

What’s best about living in York? 
I’ve never really taken to driving and have always loved travelling on foot,  
so to be able to walk everywhere is just wonderful. The station, the cinema, 
our amazing art gallery, my little shop job, friends, and coffee. I wouldn’t 
swap my location for anything.

Where do you find inspiration in York? 
York is a beautiful city, so just a walk around the streets is inspiring.  
We also have the biggest collection of 20th-century ceramics here at  
CoCA, with fantastic exhibitions throughout the year. I always head to  
the gallery if I have a free afternoon.

We sat down with Kate Semple,  
a York-based artist who has created 
illustrations for us on more than one 
special occasion. She’s one of the local 
creatives we’re inspired by and here’s 
what she had to say.

What originally inspired you to get into art? 
It was going to art galleries growing up, always drawing and messing 
about with bits of paper. I became obsessed with screen printing 
at school, so I went to art college. I did a foundation in fine art and 
ceramics, then went on to do a HND in illustration. It was never going 
to be anything but a creative path through life for me.

How would you explain what you do? 
Collage and ceramics are the two main areas of my work at the 
moment. A couple of years ago, I was more into design and branding, 
so my work has varied throughout the years. 

I’m currently illustrating for a publishing house in Austria and planning 
to build a pottery studio in our yard. 
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FRIENDS OF GUESTHOUSE FRIENDS OF GUESTHOUSE

Kate Semple

How do you find working with two quite contrasting mediums,  
paper and clay? 
I don’t really think of them as contrasting. Manipulating paper relates 
to 3D, so one informs the other. Sometimes, I’ll create a collage inspired 
by papers I’ve printed, and then the forms I cut from the paper might 
become 3D clay forms. Or the other way round. I’ll make collages inspired 
by ceramics I’ve built. Recently I collaborated with floral artist Ellie Jauncey, 
from ‘Still’, to host a zoom collage tutorial, where this idea came together 
nicely. We used my ceramics as the still-life objects that inspired the  
paper collages.

Do you have a favourite of the two? 
I love both. The combination is a perfect balance for me. I might hand  
build with clay starting at sunrise. When I stop for a couple of hours to  
allow the clay to firm up a little, I’ll work on my 2D work or cook something.

Who are your biggest inspirations? 
Several contemporaries inspire me, like Janine Burrows, Florence  
Hutchings, Nicola Gillis, Izzy Williamson, and Joy Yamusangie, to name  
but a few. All amazing women, carving a career out of doing what they 
love, to impeccable levels, with passion.
 
When is your favourite time of day to create, and why? 
As early as 7 am. I get my first coffee on, the birds are chirping, and the  
sun is rising. I should be stretching and doing yoga, but I’m always too 
excited about my work. I tend to slow down by late afternoon to catch  
up with family and just be a Mum.

@katesemple

Are there any hidden meanings or features in your artwork? 
I recently took part in York Open Studios for the first time, and the body 
of work I created for that was very much about my journey through losing 
loved ones recently.

What’s your favourite space in No.1, York? 
I love The Rhubarb Bar. It’s rare to find somewhere with such an incredible 
collection of paintings displayed. All so interesting and contrasting.  
It’s a very inspiring space.

Have you got a favourite piece of artwork or furniture in No.1? 
I love the big old paintings of steam engines in the bar. My Grandfather  
was the foreman at the British Rail plant in Doncaster, and my Mum grew 
up holidaying in their old railway carriage at Hornsea. I have a big old set  
of drawers from Grandpa’s office. So, these paintings resonate with me  
and are really quite beautiful.

What’s your favourite treatment to have in The Spa at No.1? 
The No.1 Signature Herbal Healer using local Yorkshire lavender is incredible.

https://katesemple.co.uk/k-a-t-e-s-e-m-p-l-e
https://www.instagram.com/katesemple/
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THIS SUMMER AT GUESTHOUSE THIS SUMMER AT GUESTHOUSE

Two ways to 
enhance your stay

We want guests to get the most out of their time in the cities we call home.  
And we have a few ideas designed to help make that happen.

Picnicking
When the sun is out, there’s nothing more nostalgic than a picnic.  
Our Afternoon Tea is a fine spread of savoury and sweet treats, and 
we have some wicker hampers that we can pack it all into to make the 
perfect picnic. In there, you’ll find all the napkins, crockery and cutlery 
you’ll need and a blanket to lay out on. Plus, if you’ve opted for the 
bubbly on top, a cooler and glasses. 

In Bath, it’s a hard choice to pick your picnic spot. It’s such a pretty 
city with so many serene, green spaces. Sydney Gardens, Jane Austen’s 
favourite strolling place and Britain’s only remaining 18th-century 
pleasure garden is one of our favourites. 

When the sun shines on York, there is Dean’s Park, right next to The 
Minster or The Museum Gardens, both just a 5-minute walk from the 
hotel. They’re always busy with people picnicking. Join them, and you’re 
lunching like a local.

In Margate and Brighton, it is all about the beach picnic. You just have 
the added, age-old job of keeping the sand out of the sandwiches. 

In York, we love the ride to Selby and back. It takes you along the track  
of the old East Coast Mainline railway. You’ll head out of the city on a 
riverside path, alongside Rowntree Park, Knavesmire Wood and then 
through York racecourse. 

Between Bishopthorpe and Riccall, you’ll encounter ‘Cycle the Solar System’. 
This is an artwork by three scientists from the University of York – a 10.4 km 
solar system model featuring scale models of the planets placed at the 
correct distance (proportionally, of course) from the sun and each other.

Explore our cities  
on two wheels
If you’re staying with us, why not borrow one of our Brompton bikes?  
It’s free and a great way to cover more ground.

We’ll provide the locks and the helmets. Then, after a how-to on opening 
and closing these canny foldable bikes, they are yours to run wild with for 
the day. We have some great cycle routes to share with you too. 

In Bath, our favourite is the 12.5-mile Two Tunnels Greenway route.  
The Independent called it “one of the most scenically varied and 
sightseeing-rich couple of hours of cycling anywhere in Britain”. And we 
think it must be. It includes the longest cycling tunnel in the UK, which is 
notable, but really, it’s an indulgence in the area’s outstanding beauty.

Scan me! 
We’ve partnered with some of our favourite local cafés 
to offer you a freebie while you’re out exploring the city
This QR code will link you up to whatever monthly offer we have on. It’s always something 
that celebrates local, but we can’t say more than that. 



The vegan, organic skincare products used are both sustainably crafted and 
visibly effective. Formulated and blended in Britain by Pinks Boutique, they 
come from an expert team that believes in more than pure, vegan, organic, 
sustainably-and-ethically-sourced products; they also believe in stunning 
results and extraordinary spa experiences. And as the Soil Association 
accredits them, the ingredients can be fully traced back to the source.

This ethos will be carried forward to Margate and Brighton when our new 
hotels open their doors. There’s always the need for sublime spa spaces  
and the caring nurture of healing hands.

Our skilled therapists are there to listen to your needs, before tailoring 
highly beneficial treatments to address them. They are passionate about 
enhancing wellness, and their work focuses on transformation and renewal. 
By identifying and targeting the root causes of muscular aches and pains, 
they can alleviate tension and stress, whilst boosting wellbeing, recovery, 
and mood. 

All of this happens in the relaxing calm and privacy of our treatment rooms. 
But if sharing the experience is something you’d like to do, we have spaces 
for couples. The one in No.15, Bath, includes a particularly special bathing 
experience in a copper tub for two.

Trending treatment:
Reflexology
Reflexology is perfect for those who love a good foot massage.  
But it brings so many more benefits than that. It reduces stress  
and increases the natural flow we all need in our bodies to feel well. 

Here’s a bit about it...

It’s an ancient philosophy of stimulating pressure points on the  
foot to connect with internal organs and promote overall health  
and wellbeing.

Points on the toes can, for example, stimulate the sinuses. The ball 
of your foot represents your chest and heart. And a reflexologist can 
tell if your lower back is tight by the feel of your heel.

We’re lucky to have some very passionate reflexologists working in 
our spas, some of who have been practising this amazing therapy 
for over a decade.

You can book a session as an upgrade to our Bespoke Massage.  
Your therapist will tailor the treatment to your needs, focusing either 
entirely on your feet for the full 60-minutes or including a targeted 
back massage if you’re holding stress in your neck and shoulders. 
The choice is all yours.
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WELLNESS WELLNESS

Spa time
Down in the hush of our spas at No.15, Bath and No.1, York, it’s all about you. 

We believe that personalisation is fundamental to a wellness experience.



@guesthousehotels
guesthousehotels.co.uk 

https://www.instagram.com/guesthousehotels/
https://www.guesthousehotels.co.uk/
https://www.guesthousehotels.co.uk/no-124-kingsroad-brighton/
https://www.guesthousehotels.co.uk/no-1-york/
https://www.guesthousehotels.co.uk/no-15-bath/
https://www.guesthousehotels.co.uk/no-42-margate/

